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A B S T R A C T

Advancements in additive manufacturing have facilitated its adoption in the aerospace industry, where a lower
production volume for high-valued components is required. However, the poor surface quality of additively
manufactured parts is detrimental to component lifespan and requires additional post-processing steps. Here, we
address surface roughness and near-surface porosities in binder-jet additively manufactured Inconel 625 parts
using an electrospark deposition (ESD) technique. Localized surface melting and material transfer from the ESD
electrode results in a near-surface region with increased density (from 62.9% to 99.2%) and increased hardness
(from 109 HV to 962 HV). The use of an AA4043 aluminum alloy electrode forms a nickel aluminide inter-
metallic coating when deposited on Inconel 625, with the potential for use in applications that require resistance
to high temperature oxidation.

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing allows for faster and more cost-effective
low-volume manufacturing of components and replacement parts in the
aerospace industry for a wide range of materials [1–5], where the parts
have bulk properties comparable to those made by traditional manu-
facturing processes but they suffer from greater near-surface porosity
and surface roughness. This has been reported to negatively influence
the mechanical properties of additively manufactured parts [6–8],
providing an incentive for the use of a post-processing step that ad-
dresses surface finish. This is especially true in binder-jet additive
manufacturing (BJAM), which can suffer from density variations as a
result of porous regions that develop near the surface [9]. Particles in
the near-surface region exhibit some necking but do not show extensive
coalescence like particles within the bulk. One potential cause identi-
fied in literature for this near-surface porosity is binder oversaturation,
which results in infiltration beyond the desired part boundary [10]. If
more than the equilibrium amount of binder is used, binder will spread
to unsaturated areas due to capillary and surface tension forces. This
forms a porous region at the surface, where the branching binder does
not adequately hold the powder particles together and results in lower
coordination number and poor sintering [11].

The typical CNC (computer numerical control) surface machining

step used to remove surface defects faces several drawbacks; as a sub-
tractive technique, it requires that parts are created larger than their
desired final geometry. The resulting longer printing times, as well as
loss of material, geometric limitations of CNC machining, and low
machinability of superalloy materials encourage the implementation of
alternate surface finishing processes. Electrospark deposition (ESD) is a
pulsed-arc deposition technique often used for surface modification of
conductive substrates, including the application of wear and corrosion
resistant coatings [12,13]. ESD has the potential to achieve good sur-
face finish [14,15], reduce porosity, and alloy the component surface
for use in specific applications. Here, we demonstrate the application of
an ESD process using an AA4043 aluminum alloy electrode to modify
the surface of a BJAM Inconel 625 substrate. Good surface conditions
were achieved by optimizing energy input during the ESD process, with
increasing energy input resulting in decreasing near-surface porosity.
The resulting coating not only reduced near-surface porosity below 1%
and increased surface hardness by up to 900%, it also formed a nickel
aluminide intermetallic coating with potential use in applications that
require high temperature oxidation resistance.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Binder jet printing process

An Inconel 625 powder batch with an average particle size of ap-
proximately 24 μm was used in the BJAM process. Fig. 1a and b show
the mostly spherical shape of the powder particles, and Fig. 1c shows
the particle size distribution. The nominal and measured composition of
Inconel 625 is listed in Table I.

The printing process was performed as described elsewhere [16]. A
summary however follows. A 3D SYSTEMS ZCorp Z 510/310 binder-jet
powder-bed system and 20mm by 10mm by 2.5mm rectangular CAD
model was used. A 70 μm layer height, zb60 binder, 360 dpi resolution,
100% core and 200% shell saturation, and 35 °C 3-hour post-printing
hold temperature was used. Printed samples were coated with zb60
binder and 3-wt% polyvinyl acetate (PVA) to add strength, and then
dried with a 100W tungsten lamp.

2.2. Sintering process

The as-printed parts were subjected to a sintering process in a high
purity argon environment with 250 Pa of positive pressure for joining of
the powder particles. The heating profile involved an initial 3 °C/min
ramp-up to 527 °C under a 5% hydrogen (argon balance) atmosphere
and a hold period of 3 h, during which the binder burn-off occurred.
Then the atmosphere was switched to high purity argon and a ramp rate
of 5 °C/min was used to reach 1200 °C. A holding period of 5 h was used
for sintering the parts. At the end of the holding period, the parts were
removed from the furnace and water quenched.

2.3. ESD processing and materials

Deposition of AA4043 was performed using a Huys Industries ESD
machine with a manual applicator. ESD works by repeated discharging
of a capacitor at high frequency through a consumable electrode onto a
conductive substrate. This results in short duration pulses of high cur-
rent, such that a very small amount of molten material transfers with
each pulse. A total coating time of 40 s on a 0.5 cm2 area was kept
constant for each set of parameters tested. The chosen capacitance and
voltage values are shown in Table II, with frequency kept constant.
Input energy (E) with each deposition pulse is calculated using the
energy of a capacitor,

=E CV1
2

2
(1)

where C is the capacitance and V is the voltage. Therefore, only the
capacitance and voltage are considered when optimizing ESD para-
meters in this study, although frequency can also have some effect on
the deposited material. A visual example of these coatings is shown in
Fig. 2.

All depositions were performed manually with the use of an argon
cover gas (at 10 L/min) and a bidirectional raster scan pattern was used
to cover the surface. The AA4043 electrode used for ESD coating was
2.1 mm in diameter and the composition was determined by EDX to be
94% Al and 6% Si, which is close to the nominal AA4043 composition
(94.8% Al and 5.2% Si).

2.4. Characterization methods

Analysis was performed with a Zeiss UltraPlus scanning electron
microscope (SEM) with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
attachment capable of area mapping. All SEM images are obtained with
a 20 kV accelerating voltage and 60 μm aperture. Grazing incidence X-
ray diffraction (GIXRD) analysis was performed using a PANalytical
X'Pert Pro MRD HR-XRD, with Cu-K(alpha) radiation, a scanning range
from 20 to 100°, a scan step size of 0.1° and a 5 s step time. Peaks are
matched with the use of PANalytical X'Pert HighScore Plus software.
Optical images were obtained with the use of an Oxford BX51M optical
microscope (OM) and porosity measurements were made using ImageJ
threshold analysis on cross sections of the samples. Surface roughness
measurements of 2mm by 2.5 mm areas were performed with a
Keyence laser scanning confocal microscope and waveform correction
during post-processing of results. Microhardness measurements were
obtained using a Wolpert Wilson 402 MVD micro Vickers hardness
tester (100 gf and 15 s dwell time) on cross sectioned samples of the
ESD electrode and additive manufactured substrate.

Fig. 1. a, b) SEM images of Inconel 625 powder particles and c) the cumulative particle size distribution.

Table I
Nominal and EDX measured composition (wt%) of major alloying elements in Inconel 625.

Label Cr Mo Nb Fe Al Si Ti C Ni

Nominal 20.0–23.0 8.0–10.0 3.15–4.15 5.0 0.4 0.5 0.4 ≤0.1 58.0-bal.
EDX 20.5 10.3 3.7 4.8 0.9 0.7 0.7 58.4

Table II
ESD coating process parameters.

Label Capacitance Voltage Frequency Energy

Low 80 μF 100 V 170 Hz 400mJ
Medium 120 μF 100 V 170 Hz 600mJ
High 120 μF 130 V 170 Hz 1014mJ
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Analysis of As-sintered BJAM part

As-sintered BJAM parts display a dense inner region (Fig. 3a) and
highly interconnected pores near the surface (Fig. 3b). These regions
are characterized by their higher (92.8 ± 0.8%) and lower
(62.9 ± 3.0%) density, respectively. The outermost powder particles
in Fig. 3b appears brighter due to poor connection with the bulk of the
sample, resulting in charge accumulation when the sample interacts
with the electron beam during scanning electron microscope (SEM)
imaging. It is expected that a combination of factors contribute to this
porous structure: binder spreading during printing, higher binder sa-
turation in the shell, and binder degassing through the surface of the
part during sintering can lead to particle separation and low density.
However, the bulk density is higher when compared to other BJAM
Inconel 625 samples in the literature that were sintered at the same
temperature [17], attributed to a smaller particle size and a longer
sintering time. The particle sintering kinetics are directly affected by
the available surface energy, which acts as a driving force during sin-
tering. The greater surface area per unit volume provided by smaller
particles results in a higher surface energy and a faster sintering process
[18].

SEM analysis indicates the presence of two different types of seg-
regation within the final sintered part. Intraparticle segregation appears
dark under inverted backscatter imaging (Fig. 4b) – which in this case is
indicative of larger atomic number – while interparticle segregation

appears white or gray, indicating the presence of lighter elements in
higher quantities. Intraparticle segregation is Nb and Mo-rich (in-
dicated in Table III and Fig. 4c by arrow 1) and is differentiated by its
distinct lack of oxygen. One possible candidate for this phase of Inconel
625 is NbC with Mo substitution. Carbides commonly form in Inconel
625 after solidification [19,20], aging and annealing [21,22], and sin-
tering of BJAM Inconel 625 [17]. A Time-Temperature-Transformation
(TTT) diagram of solution annealed Inconel 625 indicates that a NbC
phase can be expected to form under 1 h at temperatures between 800
and 1000 °C, and finely dispersed carbides have been reported to form
after exposure on the order of 10min at these temperatures [23]. This
carbide formation mechanism is suggested because of the slow ramp-up
rate (5 °C/min) used during sintering, and the very fast cooling rate
from water quenching after sintering. The lack of a reliable carbon EDX
peak is expected for this characterization technique, while the detection
of Ni, Cr and Fe when measuring this carbide can be explained by
considering the small precipitate size and larger interaction volume of
EDX. Instead, XRD analysis was used to confirm the presence of a NbC
phase (Fig. 5).

Interparticle segregation exhibits a strong oxygen peak during EDX
analysis, as well as Cr-rich and (Nb, Mo)-rich regions. As Fig. 4b shows,
there are two interparticle phases present; the bright white phase in-
dicates lower atomic number while the gray phase is composed of some
heavier elements. Their respective compositions are listed in Table III,
and one oxide phase could be clearly identified using XRD (Cr2O3).
Identification of other oxide phases is limited by small volume frac-
tions, background radiation, peak overlap, and peak matching

Fig. 2. BJAM Inconel 625 part with ESD coatings deposited using a) medium and b) low energy parameters.

Fig. 3. SEM image of cross-sectioned BJAM part after sintering a) within the bulk and b) near the surface.
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uncertainties. Since these oxide phases appear within the sintered part,
they cannot be attributed to oxide formation when samples are re-
moved from the furnace after sintering. Formation of Cr oxides have
been shown to preferentially occur in Inconel 625 at temperatures
above 800 °C, while Nb and Ti oxides form above 1025 °C [24], sug-
gesting that some oxygen was present in the system prior to densifi-
cation of the part. Use of a reducing atmosphere or vacuum [17]
throughout the entire sintering process is likely to reduce or eliminate
this interparticle phase. Additionally, some XRD peaks in Fig. 5 indicate
the presence of chromium carbide, previously reported to occur along
the interparticle region as a result of Cr interaction with the binder
[16]. Due to the binder burn-off step prior to sintering performed in this
study, chromium carbide was present to a significantly smaller extent,
with no clear visual indication of a chromium carbide phase in the
cross-sectional images in Fig. 4. Since XRD is a large area character-
ization technique, it is likely that some localized regions were not fully

removed of binder and formation of chromium carbide still occurred.
Binder residual can also lead to elevated levels of carbon in the system
during sintering, which promote NbC formation.

3.2. Characterization of ESD coating

3.2.1. Effect of process parameters on surface condition
The improvement in surface condition with ESD of AA4043 is found

to depend on the input energy. The lowest set of parameters results in
an approximately 50 μm thick coating, however most of the inter-
connected network remains underneath (Fig. 6b). Increasing energy
input results in a thicker coating, with the highest parameters (Fig. 6d)
eliminating the near-surface porosity and achieving a coating density of
99.2 ± 0.3%.

During the ESD process, localized melting occurs on both the surface
of the BJAM part and the consumable electrode. Formation of the
aluminide coating is expected to occur as the AA4043 deposition mixes
with the melted Inconel 625 substrate, depicted in the process sche-
matic in Fig. 7a–c. The quantity of localized melting on the electrode
and base metal is a function of the energy input, with higher energy
shown to enhance mass transfer to the substrate at ESD frequencies
under 1 kHz [25]. This can explain the reduction in the outer porous
region shown in Fig. 6 with increasing input energy. A small energy
input results in superficial melting, leaving a porous region underneath
the dense coating. A higher energy input results in greater melting,
vaporization and ejection of material, which contributes to the elim-
ination of the interconnected pores. A second mechanism for densifi-
cation is observed by the partially melted Inconel 625 powders near the
bottom of the coating. A small amount of infiltration occurs, in which
the molten Ni-Al mixture flows into open pores (Fig. 7d,e). The depth of
infiltration observed was limited to 70 μm due to the rapid solidifica-
tion of the molten mixture.

Visual analysis of coated BJAM parts reveals that surface roughness
is influenced by the deposition energy, with more uneven buildup and
material splashing visible at higher deposition energy Fig. 8b. All sur-
faces demonstrate the presence of scattered aluminum oxide particles
while displaying slight non-uniformity in the Al, Cr, Si and Ni dis-
tributions (shown in Fig. 8c).

Measured surface roughness values listed in Table IV match the
visual observations. All coatings exhibit a lower arithmetic mean height
(Ra) than the uncoated surface, with low energy input resulting in the
lowest Ra and the lowest peak to valley distance (Rz). However, high
energy input results in higher Rz values than an uncoated sample,
suggesting that high energy coatings have localized regions with sig-
nificant buildup. Greater surface texture has the negative consequence
of increasing oxidation mass gain by increasing the exposed surface
area. This problem has been identified in additively manufactured parts
when evaluating oxidation kinetics [26] and becomes more of a pro-
blem in the sintered BJAM parts with extensive near-surface porosity.
For the coated samples, the texture of high energy coatings results in a
6% surface area increase (Rdr) in comparison to a perfectly flat surface.
This value is approximately 2% for low and medium energy coatings.
Although the surface-visible texture of uncoated samples causes an
approximate 7% surface area increase, this measurement does not
consider the surface connected porosities inside the near-surface porous
region that cannot be evaluated using an optical profiler. Therefore,
post-processing with ESD significantly lowers the exposed surface area,
in addition to providing good oxidation resistance [27,28] and hot
corrosion protection [28–30] expected from nickel aluminides.

3.2.2. Coating composition
Initial depositions result in a Ni-rich aluminide, since the melted

substrate is pure Inconel 625. Subsequent depositions cause melting of
the previously formed aluminide layer, which is lower in Ni content. As
a result, the aluminides forming near the top of the coating are Al-rich,
whereas the near-substrate layers have higher Ni, Cr, Fe and Mo

Fig. 4. SEM of cross-sectioned Inconel 625 BJAM part after sintering using a)
secondary electron imaging, b) backscatter electron imaging with inverted
polarity (darker shade represents increasing atomic number), and c) EDX map
with two phases of interest labelled 1 and 2.

Table III
EDX composition (wt%) in intra- and interparticle segregation.

Location Nb Mo Cr Ni O Fe Ti Al Si

Intraparticle (Nb-rich) 48.2 9.9 11.3 26.0 2.5 2.2
Interparticle (Cr-rich) 6.1 1.6 59.7 11.5 16.3 2.2 1.0 1.2 0.6
Interparticle (Nb-rich) 33.2 3.6 16.1 20.8 21.3 2.5 2.5 0.1
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content. This concentration gradient can be seen in EDX line-scans of
the coating, shown in Fig. 9b, with some variation due to non-uni-
formity in the mixing that occurs during deposition.

EDX analysis of the electrode after deposition confirms the presence
of Ni and Cr elements associated with the Inconel 625 BJAM part
(Fig. 9c,d), which were transferred to the electrode during the coating
process and was previously reported to occur for a different electrode/
substrate material pair [25]. Up to 100 μm of build-up occurs on the
electrode surface, which further confirms that contact made between
the electrode and the substrate during the ESD process results in mixing
and bidirectional transfer of material.

GIXRD analysis of the coating is performed to confirm the presence
of several nickel aluminide phases (Fig. 10). Due to the small pene-
tration depth of GIXRD below 10 nm, the detected phases are those
primarily near the top of the coating and are expected to be Al-rich.
Nonetheless, Ni3Al and NiAl peaks are still detected, in additional to
Ni2Al3 and NiAl3 peaks which are more likely to occur at that location.

3.2.3. Coating hardness
Microhardness measurements range significantly within the coating,

correspond to the brightness differences seen in Fig. 6, and are sum-
marized in Table V. The darker regions have higher hardness than the
lighter regions typically found near the bottom of the coating, which
are both harder than either the Inconel 625 base metal or AA4043
electrode. EDX analysis identifies the darker regions predominantly
near the top of the coating as Al-rich whereas the lighter regions are Ni-
rich. The nickel to aluminum ratio in these regions suggests that Ni2Al3
forms near the top of the coating, with NiAl and Ni3Al forming nearer
the base metal. According to the literature, Ni2Al3 has a noticeably
higher hardness than other nickel aluminides (1142 HV), whereas the
hardness of NiAl, Ni3Al and even NiAl3 is more difficult to distinguish
(469–571 HV, 571–632 HV and 622–785 HV respectively) [31]. The
extra alloying elements (Cr, Fe, Si) from the electrode and base metal
are expected to change the hardness of the aluminide phases. The lit-
erature shows that Ni3Al hardness values of 408 HV and Ni2Al3 hard-
ness values of 969 HV are possible [31].

Fig. 5. XRD analysis of a sintered BJAM Inconel 625 part.

Fig. 6. SEM surface image of Inconel 625 BJAM samples with a) no coating, b) low energy coating c) medium energy coating and d) high energy coating.
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3.3. Al and Ni diffusion during ESD

Numerous diffusion studies of Ni and Al systems have been per-
formed in the literature due to the many practical applications of nickel
aluminide coatings. Turbine blade coatings are selected to reduce hot
corrosion and oxidation of the underlying Ni-superalloy material at
elevated temperatures, while having the required strength and ductility
to withstand the mechanical and thermal stresses experienced during
operation. A majority of coatings are formed by diffusion techniques,
including pack calorizing, slurry aluminizing, chemical vapor deposi-
tion and electric arc vacuum deposition [31–33]. An Al containing
precursor or powder – sometimes alloyed with Cr, Si and/or Y – in-
teracts with the superalloy surface and forms an aluminide inter-
metallic. In the case of Ni-superalloy components, nickel aluminides are
formed as the deposited material diffuses into – or Ni diffuses out of –

the turbine blade surface [31,32,34]. Exposure of the nickel aluminide
to high temperatures in oxygen-rich environments results in the for-
mation of protective aluminum oxide (Al2O3) scales that – along with
secondary alloying elements in the coating – protect the underlying
component from oxidation and hot corrosion.

The diffusivity and activation energies of Al and Ni atoms are highly

Fig. 7. Exaggerated schematic of ESD surface alloying process showing a) overview of electrode and substrate, b) capacitor discharge, and c) mixing of AA4043 and
Inconel 625. SEM images d, e) show infiltration and partial melting as depicted in c).

Fig. 8. SEM surface image of a) low energy coated sample, b) high energy coated sample, c) EDX scans of low energy coated sample surface.

Table IV
Surface roughness measurements for uncoated and coated samples.

Sample Ra (μm) Rz (μm) Rdr (%)

Uncoated 25.9 263 7.1
Low energy 7.8 167 2.2
Medium energy 10.9 176 1.9
High energy 15.6 407 6.0
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dependent on the phase of the diffusing medium, the composition, and
the temperature [35–37]. However, the initial conditions of nickel
aluminide coatings created using ESD are different than those made
with traditional diffusion techniques. Some techniques deposit an alu-
minum layer and then anneal the coating at temperatures above the
melting point of aluminum but below the melting point of nickel [31],
resulting in atomic diffusion across a liquid-solid Al-Ni interface. In an
ESD process, material is deposited at high temperature and then cools
rapidly, with physical mixing expected to occur when droplets from the
electrode impact a molten substrate surface. This is in contrast to dif-
fusion annealing processes that last several hours. To determine the role
that diffusion plays in nickel aluminide formation when Al and Ni are
both in a liquid state, an investigation into the extent of diffusion after
the melted Inconel 625 substrate re-solidifies is required.

Under the assumption that no mixing occurs in the liquid-liquid Al-
Ni state, the temperature profile of a molten 20 μm thick AA4043
droplet on a re-solidified 20 μm Inconel 625 layer as it cools after ESD is
calculated using a one-dimensional heat diffusion equation,

⎜ ⎟

∂
∂

= ⎛
⎝

∂
∂

⎞
⎠

T
t

k
c ρ

T
xp

2

2 (2)

where T is the temperature (in kelvin), x is distance from the top of the
droplet (in μm), t is the time (in seconds), and k, cp, and ρ are the
thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity and mass density of
AA4043 (for 0 < x≤ 20) and Inconel 625 (for 20≤ x < 40). The
solution requires that a Neuman boundary condition ( =∂

∂ 0T
t at x=0)

Fig. 9. SEM image of coating cross-sections depicting a) EDX line scan direction with b) EDX composition profile. Evidence of bidirectional material transfer is visible
in c) SEM images and d) EDX maps of the cross-sectioned electrode.

Fig. 10. XRD analysis of AA4043 ESD coated BJAM Inconel 625 part.

Table V
Microhardness measurements with coating regions corre-
sponding to Fig. 6d.

Location HV0.1

Inconel 625 substrate 109 ± 17
AA4043 electrode 46 ± 1
Dark coating region 962 ± 86
Light coating region 428 ± 44
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and Dirichlet boundary condition (T=298.15 at x=40) be im-
plemented, as well as an initial condition for the temperature of the
molten alloys (T=1563.15 at t=0, which is the solidus temperature
for Inconel 625). Eq. (2) is solved using ode45 (a built-in numerical
ordinary differential equation solver) in MATLAB software package and
the resulting temperature profile is shown in Fig. 11 for up to 70 μs of
cooling.

The temperature at the deposited AA4043 and re-melted Inconel
625 boundary can now be used to determine the diffusion coefficient
(D) as it changes over time, which is expected to follow an Arrhenius
type relationship,

= ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

D D E
RT

exp a
0 (3)

where D0 is a pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy of
species migration in the matrix, and R is the ideal gas constant
(8.31E−3 kJ K−1 mol−1). The literature values of D0 and Ea for inter-
diffusion of Al and Ni (Table VI) are used to determine the extent of
diffusion during ESD, and it can be noted that diffusion occurs at an
insignificant rate at the lowest temperature range.

Combining Eq. (3) with the Einstein relation (Eq. (4)) and tem-
perature profile at the deposited AA4043 and re-solidified Inconel 625
interface, and then integrating the discretized diffusion distances from
0 μs to 70 μs (Eq. (5)) gives an approximation for the average total
diffusion distance (d) that can be expected in ESD of AA4043 after the
melted Inconel 625 substrate has re-solidified.

=d Dt2 (4)

∫= ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

∆ =d D E
RT

t dt μm2 exp 3.6a
0

70
0

(5)

As XRD analysis demonstrated in Fig. 10, the coating is primarily
composed of nickel aluminides with the lack of peak at 38.4° suggesting
a lack of pure aluminum. An average atomic diffusion of 3.6 μm be-
tween deposited AA4043 and re-solidified Inconel 625 during cooling
cannot be solely credited for the formation of a fully nickel aluminide

coating free from unreacted Ni or Al. This suggests that the formation of
the nickel aluminide is mostly attributed to the mixing and diffusion
that occurs when both constituents are in the liquid state, which is not
typically the case for most diffusion coatings. This also explains why the
coatings have a combination of several different nickel aluminide
phases; the rapid cooling time does not allow for enough diffusion to
fully homogenize the coating.

4. Conclusion

Binder jet additive manufactured Inconel 625 parts form a near-
surface porous region after sintering, which were post-processed using
electrospark deposition (ESD).

• Higher energy input during the ESD post-processing is more effec-
tive at reducing the near-surface porosity. This is attributed to an
increased melting in the porous substrate surface and increased
material transfer during the ESD process.

• High energy input during ESD was correlated to a larger surface
roughness, due to uneven material build-up and greater quantity of
material transfer. However, all tested energy levels result in reduced
surface roughness when compared to the uncoated BJAM parts.

• Bidirectional material transfer and mixing occurs during the ESD
process. Elements from the electrode (Al, Si) and substrate (Ni, Cr,
Fe) are found on the substrate and electrode, respectively.

• Deposition of an AA4043 material onto the Inconel 625 substrate
forms a nickel aluminide intermetallic coating. Hardness measure-
ments, EDX and XRD analysis indicate that several aluminide stoi-
chiometries form. These include Ni2Al3, NiAl, NiAl3, and Ni3Al,
which are formed along inverse Al and Ni concentration gradients
through the coating. XRD analysis also confirms that no significant
quantity of Al, transferred during the ESD post-processing, remains
unreacted.

• A simplified diffusion model shows that the formation of the nickel
aluminide is likely to occur at elevated temperatures above the
melting point of both AA4043 and Inconel 625. The atomic diffusion
that occurs after Inconel 625 solidifies is too limited to fully explain
the lack of unreacted Al.
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